
LEADING REVITALIZATION THROUGH SMALL 
GROUP MINISTRIES
INSTRUCTOR:  DR. CLINTON W. LOWIN, DRE USAG WIESBADEN
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ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION
SAFETY REQUIREMENTS: No food or drink is allowed near or around electrical equipment 
(CPU, file servers, printers, projectors, etc.) due to possible electrical shock or damage to 
equipment. Exercise care in personal movement in and through such areas. Avoid all electrical 
cords and associated wiring. In the event of an electrical storm, you will be instructed to power 
down equipment. Everyone is responsible for safety.

RISK ASSESSMENT LEVEL: LOW  

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS: Environmental protection is not just the law but the 
right thing to do. It is a continual process and starts with deliberate planning. Always be alert to 
ways to protect our environment during training and missions. In doing so, you will contribute to 
the sustainment of our training resources while protecting people and the environment from 
harmful effects. 

EVALUATION: The student is required to fully engage in lesson by applying critical and creative 
thinking throughout the lesson as well as completing all assignments.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instructor Note: Review safety requirements, risk assessment, environmental considerations and expected outcome and evaluation.



TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE

ACTION:  Create a strategy to cultivate small group gatherings leading to individual and 
community spiritual readiness and revitalization.

CONDITIONS: In an online environment, observe the central practice of spiritual readiness as 
regular meetings to receive instruction, observe tenets of belief, and gather with people of 
similar values.

STANDARD: 
 Discuss purpose of small group gatherings within Army chapel communities.
 Review six ingredients to enhance small group gatherings towards spiritual readiness of 

individuals and the community.
 Develop a strategy for small groups in the context you serve.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHALLENGE.  The first participant to raise their digital hand will win the prize of being able to read our TLO for this class aloud.    



Director, Religious Education USAG Wiesbaden – Dr. Clinton W. Lowin
• clinton.w.lowin.civ@army.mil

Religious Education Program Director – Dr Becky Powell
• rebecca.a.powell16.civ@army.mil

Religious Education Program Director– Dr Grace Yeuell
• grace.c.yeuell.civ@army.mil

CONTACTS

https://usachcstraining.army.mil/religious-education
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of us, Chaplains, Religious Affairs Specialists, Directors of religious Education, and Volunteers are the team charged with the religious support of the Army community.  Caring for people is our primary mission.  Hopefully, this class topic will make you more effective at doing just that…..caring for people.

mailto:clinton.w.lowin.civ@army.mil
mailto:rebecca.a.powell16.civ@army.mil
mailto:grace.c.yeuell.civ@army.mil
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Strategic planning using three organizational 
questions:  

• Who are we?  (values and purpose)
• Where are we going? (vision and mission)
• How will we get there? (strategy)

The envisioning process using a collaborative 
approach to think and act, so as to design 
and/or redesign a specific ministry model 
within the ministry context.
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CLARIFYTHE ROLE/PURPOSE OF SMALL GROUPS

 Is your chapel a community with groups, of groups or one that is groups?

 Does the small group organize around content, experiences (affinity), or 
mission (service)?

 How will the small group assimilate new people into the community?

 How does a regular small group gathering fit with the overarching 
revitalization of chapel community?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CORPORATE AND INDIVIDUAL MEETINGS 10-12. A central practice of spiritual readiness is regular meetings to receive instruction, observe tenets of belief, and gather with people of similar values. Meetings often occur weekly and can last thirty minutes to several hours. Some groups require dedicated sacred space in garrison settings, while other groups require dedicated space free of external distractions. Army chapels are designated as dedicated space for this purpose in both garrison and operational environments. Leaders help subordinates de-conflict operational requirements and spiritual practices within constraints of operational tempo and mission requirements.
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SMALL  GROUP  SETTINGS  CAN  PROVIDE  AN  ENVIRONMENT  TO 
PROMOTE  THE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  SPIRITUAL  READINESS

10-10. Spiritual readiness development involves improving one’s 
spiritual posture to sustaining one’s self through all aspects of life. 
The improvement process is generally self-directed and informed by 
religious, philosophical, or human values forming the basis for character, 
disposition, decision-making and integrity. While individuals approach 
spiritual readiness from both non-religious and religious perspectives, both 
categories creates similar comparative practices.

FM 7-22 Chapter 10-10,  8 October 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CORPORATE AND INDIVIDUAL MEETINGS 10-12. A central practice of spiritual readiness is regular meetings to receive instruction, observe tenets of belief, and gather with people of similar values. Meetings often occur weekly and can last thirty minutes to several hours. Some groups require dedicated sacred space in garrison settings, while other groups require dedicated space free of external distractions. Army chapels are designated as dedicated space for this purpose in both garrison and operational environments. Leaders help subordinates de-conflict operational requirements and spiritual practices within constraints of operational tempo and mission requirements. BELIEF (VALUES)-BASED EDUCATION (RELIGIOUS EDUCATION) 10-19. Belief-based education occurs for non-religious and religious groups. The education often occurs during group gatherings, but it also occurs as part of an individual’s study habit. Groups provide times that allow belief-based education to young and more mature adherents. Trained leaders or lay volunteers provide instruction on topics and information related to core beliefs and the practice of those beliefs. Belief-based education varies from formal instruction with published curricula and examination to informal tutoring and mentoring. Training may happen throughout the week or as part of a formal education program with group meetings.
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SPIRITUAL READINESS ASSESSMENT

10-29. Spiritual readiness assessments can come across as 
artificial, judgmental, rigid, and subjective. For this reason, each 
Soldier creates an assessment based on personal aspect and 
perception of spirituality.

FM 7-22, CH10, 8 OCT 2020

10-31. Unit leaders foster spiritual readiness by providing space in schedules, battle 
rhythms, and training plans for individual self-development to include the spiritual 
dimension.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COMMANDER’S RESPONSIBILITY10-11. Informed leaders understand the requirements for time, space, materiel, and other conditions required to support spiritual readiness practices within particular organizations. Individual spiritual readiness obligations can vary widely.1, 2, 3 PLACES 
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SAMPLE SPIRITUAL READINESS ASSESSMENT FACTORS

• Personhood (Identity)
• Identity (Worldview)
• Growth Orientation (Mindset)
• Personal Agency (Awareness, Control, EQ)
• Coping Strategies (Experience hardship)
• Connection (Relationship and Fellowship)
FM 7-22, Ch 10, table 10-1, 8 October 2020

Urie Brofenbrenner, Ecological Systems Theory



Guiding Values Desired Outcome

1. We BLESS people, both inside and outside the 
chapel Communities.

2. We EAT together, sharing meals with believers 
and nonbelievers alike.

RELATIONAL 
-Assimilate newcomers into 

the chapel fellowships

-Create larger, welcoming chapel Community 
for the Garrison community.

3. We LISTEN to the guidance and direction of the God 
through Scripture as we engage with those around us.

4.  We intimately LEARN Christ as our leader and model 
for making disciples.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION AND 
SPIRITUAL FORMATION 

-For participants to grow in their faith through inductive 
dialogical Bible Study and apply deeper truths of 

Scripture to daily living.

5.  We see ourselves as SENT by God to everywhere life 
takes us.

SPIRITUAL RESILIENCE and SERVICE TO OTHERS
-Increased interaction within and between chapel 

Communities through living and sharing faith 
experiences.

-Increased extension of service from chapel Communities 
to the broader Army Community.

The How and So What



THRIVE  ELEMENTS
GATHER – small group communities (8-10 
people) from each of the Chapel 
congregations.  

GROW – building community by sharing 
scripture, fellowship/hospitality, experiences, 
and serving together. 

GO – faith into action and 
application of Truth into daily life.  
Sent to serve others.

A systematic approach that ties the 
congregations’ religious education 
program to the pastoral message as 
expressed by the chaplain during the 
service, allowing the knowledge and 
experience gained in that encounter 
to be built upon throughout the 
week, and increase the likelihood of 
it being lived in the work place and 
home.

This allows for the life to flow from 
the scripture/sermon, through the 
congregation, and into the force, and 
perhaps result in the growth of the 
congregation and an increase in the 
overall spiritual resilience of Soldiers 
and Family members. Each group led by a facilitator.  Gatherings 

held when and where the participants decide 
(first, second, and third places).POC:  Dr. Clinton W. Lowin

Clinton.w.lowin.civ@army.mil
Office #2 Hainerberg Chapel

The WHAT



Missional Habits

GATHER – Bless 
and Eat

GROW – Listen 
and Learn

GO – Bless and 
Send

POC:  Dr. Clinton W. Lowin
Clinton.w.lowin.civ@mail.mil
Office #2 Hainerberg Chapel

Bless – Generous 
Eat – Hospitality
Listen – Spirit and Gospel-Led
Learn – Christlike
Send – Missional 

How to become part of a Thrive Group:
1. Participate in the initial Thrive Group orientation.
2. Participate in the Foundations Class.
3. Join a Thrive Group or start one.
4. Decide on the frequency of meeting together (once a 

week, twice a month).
5. Decide where to meet (home, work, informal gathering 

space).
6. Decide what to gather around -- content, experiences, 

and/or mission.
7. Coordinate with DRE and Chapel pastors.

Join RightNow Media.  Scan the QR code with   
phone camera to gain free access to RNM or use  
the following link:  
https://www.rightnowmedia.org/Account/Invite/USAGWiesbaden

https://www.rightnowmedia.org/Account/Invite/USAGWiesbaden


New Member – Initial Thrive Group Orientation 
(twice a month)

1. New to the CHAPEL COMMUNITY Orientation(2 sessions offered twice a month)
2. Foundations for the CHAPEL COMMUNITY led by Chaplains (cover essential biblical 

and theological tenants, membership, service) (2 session offered twice a month)

Ongoing Thrive Groups (weekly)
Gather, Grow, Go:

Fellowship and Experiences
Spiritual Formation and Religious Education

Service to others 
(short-term mission on-post/off-post to demonstrate/proclaim the Gospel) 

Overflow Thrive Group Event
(once a quarter)

Fellowship Gathering for ALL Thrive Groups to gather and share what the group is doing.
Food and Fellowship 

Foundations New Member

Worship 
Gatherings



10 weeks from ___________________, Wednesday or Sunday nights, 7:30-8:30 pm
Whether you are a new follower of Jesus or a seasoned leader in the chapel 
community, this class will explore essential foundations for who we are and how 
God has called us to live and lead as His church.

This class will be offered online. If you would like to attend online, there is no 
need to register. Simply come to this page at 7:30 on Wednesday nights (and if 
you miss a night, check back later and each night’s teaching will be linked to on 
this page).

(Direction contingent upon Chaplain’s desire)

Thrive Foundations Course:  RE Taught by Chaplains

Session 1 – We Glorify God (Worship),
Session 2 – We Glorify God (Worship),
Session 3 – By Making Disciples and Multiplying Communities, (Discipleship)
Session 4 – Of All Nations (Mission)
Session 5 – Do we really believe? (Expectations of Believers from God’s Word)
Session 6 – The Story of Scripture (Overview of the Bible and its Purpose)
Session 7 – Spiritual Disciplines (Prayer, Fasting, Meditating and Memorize God’s Word)
Session 8 – Transformed Mind, Heart, Will, and Purpose (Now What)
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INGREDIENT ONE:  HOSPITALITY (GIVE AND TAKE)

Investing in 
PEOPLE,
Connecting 
them in 
SPIRIT,
Cultivating 
COMMUNITY

Cadence International  USAG WI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HOSPITALITY 10-14. Hospitality refers to generously receiving and providing a sustaining environment for family, neighbors and strangers. It is a spiritual readiness practice in many traditions. In practicing hospitality, a guest receives anything from water and shade to lodging, clothing, and food. Closely related to service and charity, this spiritual readiness practice is more intimate in nature since providing hospitality is in person and generally involves engaged social interaction between the host and guest. Many traditions view the practice as a mark of heightened spiritual maturity as it involves vulnerability of the host and investment in another’s well-being and basic sustenance. The practice of hospitality towards those considered the most vulnerable in society includes the orphaned, widowed, homeless, injured, physically handicapped, and prisoners. 
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INGREDIENT TWO:  
CONNECT IN NATURAL RHYTHMS AND RELATIONSHIPS

Investing in 
PEOPLE,
Connecting them 
in SPIRIT,
Cultivating 
COMMUNITY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CORPORATE AND INDIVIDUAL MEETINGS 10-12. A central practice of spiritual readiness is regular meetings to receive instruction, observe tenets of belief, and gather with people of similar values. Meetings often occur weekly and can last thirty minutes to several hours. Some groups require dedicated sacred space in garrison settings, while other groups require dedicated space free of external distractions. Army chapels are designated as dedicated space for this purpose in both garrison and operational environments. Leaders help subordinates de-conflict operational requirements and spiritual practices within constraints of operational tempo and mission requirements. 10-3. People enhance their spiritual readiness through reflection and practice of a lifestyle based on the personal qualities they need during times of stress, hardship, and tragedy. When their actions deviate from their stated values, then they may experience inner conflict. Those struggling for integrity and congruity often only find inner peace after overcoming the struggle. They develop spiritual readiness by studying, connecting with, and understanding the value systems that mold their personal qualities. As their spiritual readiness grows, they become a leader of character and build the resilience necessary to navigate crises.
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INGREDIENT THREE:   INCLUSION, EQUITY, AND AUTHENTICITY 
WITHIN BROKENNESS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10-1. Spiritual readiness develops the personal qualities a person needs in times of stress, hardship, and tragedy. (CORE) These qualities come from religious, philosophical, or human values and form the basis for character, disposition, decision making, and integrity. (DEVELOP) People develop their spiritual readiness from diverse value systems that stem from their religious, philosophical, and human values. The spiritual readiness domain is inclusive and universally vital to all personnel no matter their background, philosophy, or religion. It applies to both religious and non-religious persons and concepts. Leaders play an active role in creating and fostering a climate that encourages individual spiritual readiness according to their respective worldviews, while at the same time communicating respect and dignity for diversity in a pluralistic setting. (See AR 600-63 for more on spirituality.) 10-3. People enhance their spiritual readiness through reflection and practice of a lifestyle based on the personal qualities they need during times of stress, hardship, and tragedy. When their actions deviate from their stated values, then they may experience inner conflict. Those struggling for integrity and congruity often only find inner peace after overcoming the struggle. They develop spiritual readiness by studying, connecting with, and understanding the value systems that mold their personal qualities. As their spiritual readiness grows, they become a leader of character and build the resilience necessary to navigate crises.Make eye contactResist interruption, story-topping, joke making, or finish another’s sentence Ask Follow-up questions – “Share more of that . . .”Restate what was shared – Bring it inside and bring  it outside (seek to understand).Encourage everyone to stay engaged – “Hey, this is really important, I want to make sure that everyone hears this . . .”Thank people for contribution, vulnerability, and depth – Help create safety and value in sharing.Study the discussion guideAsk open-ended questions – Feel, think, respondUnderstand – What?  So What?  Now what?Avoid fishing for right answer Don’t answer your own question – Don’t be afraid of silence.You cannot judge someone’s answer – Help people process the response and not judge.
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INGREDIENT FOUR:  
MEDITATION AND REFLECTION ON SACRED OR RELIGIOUS TEXT

Who:  Those seeking to develop 
a deeper understanding of God’s 
word.

What:  Studying the Book of Acts

Where:  In person at the 
Hainerberg Chapel

When:  Wednesday evenings 
1830-1930

Why:  For the unity of the church 
and the development of disciples

Wednesday Night Thrive Group walking through the book of Acts 

Investing in PEOPLE, Connecting them in SPIRIT, Cultivating COMMUNITY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MEDITATION 10-16. Meditation is the practice of contemplation and reflection by an individual or group. It generally requires few external distractions. For this reason, ensuring a dedicated space away from ongoing training or operations is preferable to facilitate individuals’ ability to practice this spiritual readiness activity. PRAYER AND CHANTING 10-17. Religious people tend to practice prayer and chanting to address one or more god, deity, divine being, or spirit. Prayer might follow a set form of words and rhythm or a free-form pattern. Chanting is often a modified form of prayer or song uttered in a rhythmic manner with or without repetition. Some traditions prescribe prayer according to the time of day, a pattern of prayers using beads, or a specific physical posture assumed during prayer. Some prayer is designed for individuals while other prayers are for groups ranging from a few to a large gathering. 10-18. Leaders ask subordinates what space, time, and materials they require to facilitate individual prayer practices. Some prayers require preparation in the form of ceremonial washing or fasting. For example, leaders may be asked to provide a dedicated space with ceremonial washing (ablution) capabilities and limited distractions. Some individuals pray during routine daily activities while others pray only at a dedicated time in a space free from distractions.BELIEF-BASED READING AND REFLECTION 10-20. Non-religious and religious traditions usually reflect on a text, a group of texts, an author, or authors. These traditions often consider these texts or authors authoritative. Members use them for teaching, learning, personal reflection, spiritual growth, and normative practices in personal and public life. 10-21. Some religious traditions consider the texts sacred. Such texts require reverent and dignified handling ranging from careful handling, to physical touch only by trained clergy reading the document for adherents. Texts vary in ease of purchase and cost. Texts regarded as sacred often require special storage and handling considerations. Reading and reflection of spiritual or religious texts varies from one group to another, with some groups reading these texts on special holy days or in collective gatherings, while other groups carry paper or digital copies of their texts for daily reading, reflection, or prayer. Some religious groups require a dedicated space for reading and reflection; other groups might read or listen to their respective spiritual texts while conducting other activities.Chapter 1010-16,17,20, 21 FM 7-22 8 October 2020Why?  Common narrative informs and invites people into a grander story.
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INGREDIENT FIVE:
EQUIPPING AND EMPOWERING PEOPLE TO CREATE, CARE, CONTRIBUTE, 
SERVE WITHIN THE STORY 

Making something beautiful in a broken world can be harrowing work, and it can’t be done alone.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SERVICE AND CHARITY 10-13. Most spiritual traditions emphasize service to others for the sake of both charity and understanding one’s relationship to other human beings and the transcendent. This might involve serving in a homeless shelter, conducting work projects in the local community, visiting the hospital, donating funds or material goods, or helping people in the unit in need.10-2. Spirituality is often described as a sense of connection that gives meaning and purpose to a person’s life. It is unique to each individual. The spiritual dimension applies to all people, whether religious and nonreligious. Identifying one’s purpose, core values, beliefs, identity, and life vision defines the spiritual dimension. These elements, which define the essence of a person, enable one to build inner strength, make meaning of experiences, behave ethically, persevere through challenges, and be resilient when faced with adversity. An individual’s spirituality draws upon parts of personal, philosophical, psychological, and religious teachings or beliefs, and forms the basis of their character. (See AR 350-53 for more on spirituality.) Understanding the general spiritual readiness enables leaders to encourage personal spiritual readiness in a climate where mutual respect and dignity encourage dialogue, foster team cohesion, and enable healthy free exercise of religion or no religion by all personnel. This approach enables and supports collective and individual readiness as Soldiers endure challenging and stressful conditions in training or operational environments.UNIQUELY YOU ASSESSMENT - 
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INGREDIENT SIX: 
RECOGNIZE GAPS AND CREATE SOMETHING NEW

Base Camp Men’s Bible Study
The Men’s Bible Study meets every 
other Thursday to dig deeper into 
God’s word as men and pray
together as brothers.

Women’s Bible Study
Tuesday night studies for working 
ladies – Service Members and 
Civilians.

The Summit Haus Friday Fellowship 
Community around music, Biblical teaching 
and fellowship. Food is provided potluck style 
prior to the worship service. Messages are
geared for ages 16 to adult.

 Mentoring in Biblical Leadership (MBL) A three-
phased mentoring experience designed to respond to the 
urgent need of developing disciple-making leaders of 
integrity who are influencing others to fulfill their God-
given purposes in life.

 Brotherhood & Sisterhood Social Groups An outreach
ministry that encourages our local believing community to 
invite nonbelieving friends for social events, dinners out, 
special events and annual retreats.

Thrive Singles Home Group

 Doing life together as part of the Chapel Next 
congregation.A Thrive Group is where the “metal hits the 
meat” in deeper connection, friendship and living out God’s
Word as we fellowship and grow as active members of 
Christ’s body. Your Thrive Group family will be the ones 
who are there for you! SINGLES ONLY

Women’s Bible Study and Mass
Thursday morning for working 
ladies – Service Members and 
Civilians.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION10-24. Religious education is often practiced as part of meetings for each faith group, as well as duringindividual spiritual readiness practices. In addition to these, most faith groups provide times for the purposeof providing focused religious education to both young and more mature adherents. Trained leaders or layvolunteers provide instruction on many topics, information related to core beliefs, and the practice of faith.Religious education can vary from formal instruction with published curricula and examination to informaltutoring and mentoring. Religious education may happen throughout the week or as part of a formal religiouseducation program with corporate meetings. Individuals might choose to engage in further study along aspecific topic or for assistance from a religious or spiritual leader to develop personal spiritual readiness.



FALL 2021  Wednesday Night Alive Courses and Groups

Created For Connection: Building Strong 
Marriages includes eleven classroom lessons provide 
the right tools to build better marriages.

Family Faith Formation –
Biblically based approach to 

raising children and facilitated by 
a certified Rosemond Parent 
Institute Parent Leadership 

Coach. 

Relational discipleship through small group 
settings, specifically using chapel sermons for 
even further exploration of interpersonal life 

application. 

After the Boxes are Unpacked helps recent 
movers focus on letting go of their past, starting 

over, and moving ahead. 

Wednesdays, 1730-1915; Hainerberg Chapel (Building 7779 and 7781)

Journey around the world and deep into the 
Faith.  In breathtaking, high-definition 
cinematography, the beauty, goodness and 
truth of the Catholic Faith are illustrated in a 
rich, multimedia experience.

Catholic Study

Marriage Enrichment

The mission of Wednesday Night Alive is to provide religious education
that equips and empowers all participants for spiritual formation and service 

for the cultivation of vibrant, revitalized communities.

Investing in People,
Connecting them in Spirit, 

and Cultivating Community

Register with QR Code or 
https://einvitations.afit.edu/inv/ani
m.cfm?i=615541&k=0460470C7F5
6

Kids of the Chapel – Come join us for crafts, 
Bible stories, and games.

1st – 5th Grade

Youth of the Chapel – Gather 
to grow closer with friends and 

dig deeper into scripture. 
Middle and High School

Developing Spiritual 
Calling and Community 
– Discover your spiritual 

gifts, passion, and how to 
utilize these to serve the 

community.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION10-24. Religious education is often practiced as part of meetings for each faith group, as well as duringindividual spiritual readiness practices. In addition to these, most faith groups provide times for the purposeof providing focused religious education to both young and more mature adherents. Trained leaders or layvolunteers provide instruction on many topics, information related to core beliefs, and the practice of faith.Religious education can vary from formal instruction with published curricula and examination to informaltutoring and mentoring. Religious education may happen throughout the week or as part of a formal religiouseducation program with corporate meetings. Individuals might choose to engage in further study along aspecific topic or for assistance from a religious or spiritual leader to develop personal spiritual readiness.

https://einvitations.afit.edu/inv/anim.cfm?i=615541&k=0460470C7F56
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CONSIDER ADULT LEARNING

Small Group Experience:  A gentle sequence to encourage learning for the group

Inductive Work – (Current understanding) How does __________ relate to your life?  

Input – (New content) Educational transactions which enable Learning, Transfer, Impact within the learning environment.  Inputs 
“add to” or “challenge” our current KSAs about the subject.

Implementation – (Doing something with the input) Describe the distinctions you now see among learning, transfer, and impact in 
relation to your knowledge and skill.  Critical Thinking.

Integration – (Moving new learning into life) Name ways in which these distinctions among learning, transfer, and impact can help 
you in your work within service to the community.

-Learning is what occurs within the program. It is the completion of the achievement-based 
objectives, visible in the products and projects.  Involves the degree to which the learner gains new 
knowledge, skills, or attitudes (KSAs) that result from a program.

-Transfer is using this learning:  concepts, skills, and attitudes in another setting, at work or at 
home.  Measures how participants apply learning to their work and daily life.

-Impact is the measurable change in the organization as a result of the learning and transfer.  
Measures the broad, long-term effect of the project or program on an organization or an individual.



https://usachcstraining.army.mil/religious-education
Questions?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 A reference page is available for you at the end of this slide deck.



TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE

ACTION:  Create a strategy to cultivate small group gatherings leading to individual and 
community spiritual readiness and revitalization.

CONDITIONS: In an online environment, observe the central practice of spiritual readiness as 
regular meetings to receive instruction, observe tenets of belief, and gather with people of 
similar values.

STANDARD: 
 Discuss purpose of small group gatherings within Army chapel communities.
 Review six ingredients to enhance small group gatherings towards spiritual readiness of 

individuals and the community.
 Develop a strategy for small groups in the context you serve.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHALLENGE.  The first participant to raise their digital hand will win the prize of being able to read our TLO for this class aloud.    



ACTIVITY CHOICES FOR ADDITIONAL 0.5CLP

 Conduct a ministry analysis of your context using the Advanced Strategic Planning Method.
 Coordinate with ministry leaders considering creative ways to utilize small group gatherings to 

foster the values, mission and vision, and strategy for revitalization of the chapel community.
 Design a strategy for small group ministry.
 Outline steps for implementation of the strategy.
 Evaluate and adjust.

DUE OUT:  Create a two slide powerpoint outlining the following:
 Values
 Objectives
 Strategy for implementation
 Send to Clinton.w.lowin.civ@army.mil 25

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can choose for an additional 0.5 CLP.

mailto:Clinton.w.lowin.civ@army.mil
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END BRIEF
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Pre-setting
Learning 
Environment
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THE PARTICIPANT (LEARNER)

 Sponge

 Blank Slate

 Wet Cement

 Sheep

 Plants

 Seeds

 Pilgrims

 Empty Cup

 Clay

 Disciple

Passive Metaphor Active Metaphor
Sponge

Blank Slate
Empty cup

Clay
Wet Cement

Sheep
Seed or plant

Pilgrims
Disciples

How do our assumptions of the 
learner change the way we lead 

the small group?
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THE FACILITATOR (TEACHER)

 Expert

 Shepherd

 Farmer or Gardener

 Boss

 Authority

 Evaluator

 Funnel holder

 Fellow Pilgrim

 Guide

 Friend

Passive Metaphor Active Metaphor
Expert

Authority
Boss

Evaluator
Funnel Holder

Shepherd
Farmer or gardner

Fellow Pilgrim
Guide
Friend

How do our assumptions of the 
teacher change the way we 

facilitate?
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THE CURRICULUM

 Blueprint  

 Roadmap

Passive Metaphor Active Metaphor

Blueprint Roadmap
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